
6 August 2021

SoS Griswold,

My name is Glenn Norberg. I live in Florence, CO.

I have lived here for 13 years now, my family and I and have been voting consistently in that time. Our votes are 
extremely important to us, and we want to be assured that each of our votes are counted - and counted only once. 
We also want to be assured that the voting system within the state is secure, transparent, and has checks and 
balances to protect our votes.

The turmoil surrounding the 2020 election has given me (and millions of other voters) reason to question the 
validity of the process. The only way to ease our minds are through transparency and dialog. The new rule changes 
that you are proposing add layers of opacity and increase distrust of our voting system. As a resident of Colorado, I 
cannot express in any stronger terms my rejection of your proposed changes to the voting regulations.

TRANSPARENCY and ACCOUNTABILITY are needed more now than ever. I am alerting all my friends, acquaintances, 
and even strangers I meet at the local market etc of the bureaucracy serving, citizen dismissing, changes you are 
proposing.

Stop this immediately and withdraw your proposals. 

    DO NOT eliminate the testing  of the voter signature veri�cation equipment.
        We need, deserve and demand VERIFICATION
    DO NOT dismiss the rules allowing signature veri�cation/challenges.
        We need, deserve and demand ACCOUNTABILITY
    DO NOT make it easier to remove poll watchers, nor place a gag order on poll watchers.
        We need, deserve and demand TRANSPARENCY
    DO NOT impede the removal of dead voters.
        We need, deserve and demand INTEGRITY
    DO NOT consolidate control of 'inactive' voter registration policies to the SOS o�ce. Leave that diversi�ed to the 
counties.
        We need, deserve and demand LOCAL ACCOUNTABILITY
    DO NOT eliminate the checks and balances regarding data, documentation and security of our vote.
        We need, deserve and demand ACCOUNTABILITY
    DO NOT eliminate the secrecy envelopes to be required at voting centers
        We need, deserve and demand that OUR VOTE BE KEPT SECRET, BUT THE SYSTEM TO BE TRANSPARENT
    DO NOT modify the canvassing board rules and regulations
        We need, deserve and demand ACCOUNTABILITY

As citizens our voices and votes need to be heard. Please listen.

Sincerely,

 


